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Manga by Yuu Minaduki
Sayonara Game is a yaoi manga series by Yuu Minaduki that tells the
tragic love story of two young men, Taichi and Yuiji. The manga is set in a
boarding school where Taichi is a loner who is bullied by his classmates.
Yuiji is a popular and outgoing student who takes pity on Taichi and
befriends him. As they start spending more time together, Taichi develops
feelings for Yuiji. However, Yuiji is not interested in a relationship and
eventually rejects Taichi's advances.

Heartbroken, Taichi decides to end his life. He writes a suicide note and
leaves it for Yuiji to find. When Yuiji finds the note, he is devastated. He
realizes that he has been too selfish and that he has taken Taichi's feelings
for granted. He rushes to Taichi's side and confesses his love for him.
However, it is too late. Taichi has already taken his own life.
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Sayonara Game is a tragic and heartbreaking story about love, loss, and
regret. It is a powerful reminder of the importance of cherishing the people
we love and of never taking their feelings for granted. The manga has been
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praised for its realistic characters and its emotionally resonant story. It is a
must-read for fans of yaoi manga and for anyone who appreciates a good
love story.

The Characters

Taichi is a loner who is bullied by his classmates. He is a kind and gentle
person, but he has low self-esteem. He falls in love with Yuiji and is
heartbroken when Yuiji rejects him.



Yuiji is a popular and outgoing student. He is kind and compassionate, but
he is also selfish and immature. He takes Taichi's feelings for granted and
eventually rejects him. He is devastated when Taichi dies.
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Yuiji

The Story

Sayonara Game begins with Taichi being bullied by his classmates. He is
alone and has no one to turn to. Yuiji sees Taichi being bullied and takes
pity on him. He befriends Taichi and they start spending more time
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together. As they get to know each other, Taichi develops feelings for Yuiji.
However, Yuiji is not interested in a relationship and eventually rejects
Taichi's advances.

Heartbroken, Taichi decides to end his life. He writes a suicide note and
leaves it for Yuiji to find. When Yuiji finds the note, he is devastated. He
realizes that he has been too selfish and that he has taken Taichi's feelings
for granted. He rushes to Taichi's side and confesses his love for him.
However, it is too late. Taichi has already taken his own life.

The Themes

Sayonara Game is a story about love, loss, and regret. It explores the
themes of bullying, suicide, and the importance of cherishing the people we
love. The manga is a powerful reminder of the devastating consequences
of taking someone's feelings for granted.

The

Sayonara Game is a tragic and heartbreaking story that will stay with you
long after you finish reading it. It is a powerful reminder of the importance of
cherishing the people we love and of never taking their feelings for granted.
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